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Abstract 

A business analyst typically encounters activities and features that they have previously worked on 

as they move from project to project. Interestingly, despite the fact that these tasks are identical, 

analysts typically begin to work on them from scratch. Recreating the wheel leads to fundamental 

problems like neglecting the flaws in requirement analysis. Therefore, the analyst must begin 

implementing the strategy of requirement reuse through requirements patterns to ensure higher 

quality requirements with far less ambiguous parts and in a brief time. The focus of building a 

requirement pattern for transformation requirements of software-intensive systems ensures that 

critical information is not overlooked. It also enhances the effectiveness of business analysts. 

Although there is a plethora of research on requirements patterns in the studies, the studies did not 

focus on the requirement patterns for software-intensive systems. This research paper focuses 

mainly on the interactions of data-intensive systems namely transition requirements and a 

Transformation Requirement Pattern (TFReqPat) template is generated to capture the transitions 

requirements. It also analyses the anatomy of TFReqPat which is a guideline for capturing the data-

intensive applications transition requirements. As a case study, a requirement pattern catalog with a 

systematic example of requirements for a banking application is presented. Furthermore, an 

empirical investigation was conducted to study participant’s perceptions of requirement patterns in 

general and in particular in order to evaluate the proposed TFReqPat. The statistical analysis reveals 

that the TFReqPat is more appropriate, efficient, and successful for software-intensive systems than 

the conventional reuse strategy. 

Keywords: Transformation Requirement Pattern, Transittion Requirements, Requirement Reuse, 

Data-Intensive Systems, Requirement Engineering. 

1 Introduction 

The growing complexity of big data leads to frequent and unpredictable changes in businesses. The way 

products are developed and executed also changed since requirements are changed indefinitely to suit 

customers’ needs [1]. Also, the percent of projects both business analysts and development teams work 

on in the industries have relatively similar functionalities, as outlined in the project scope. Reinventing 

the wheel for functionalities that are similar to different projects leads to numerous problems. At the 
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most significant level of abstraction, reusing software artifacts increases productivity and reduces 

numerous problems caused by reinventing the wheel. An adequate, structured, and well-defined 

requirement design is required for data-intensive systems. Because of the progressive aspects of a data-

intensive system, it is one of the most complicated issues to retain requirements up to date with the 

ongoing evolution [2, 3]. This study aims to look into requirement engineering activities concerning big 

data needs with the help of Requirement Patterns (RP), one of the proven reusable structures. One of the 

critical principles of Software Requirement Pattern (SRP) evolution is that numerous requirements are 

recurrent and pertain to a limited range of types while designing a system. It's a reasonable 

approximation of a requirement's specification. Business analysts may be steered away from an obvious 

way of specifying a requirement with the help of RP as it drives them to conceive about requirements 

alternatively, which is an essential thing in designing data-intensive systems. As a result, the 

requirements would be easier to comprehend for the development and testing teams. According to 

Stephen Withall [4], RP is a template for writing a specific sort of requirement. It outlines how to work 

on a specific requirement, how it should be formulated, and what aspects should be extensively worked 

on. It also provides references to alternative requirements that business analysts should consider. Based 

on the Requirement Pattern Template, this paper proposes a software requirement pattern TFReqPat 

framework for data-intensive application requirements, especially transition requirements otherwise 

called as transformation requirements. Transformation Requirements are defined as "functionalities that 

the system must exhibit to enable the enterprise's transformation from its contemporary state to a desired 

future form, but which will be obsolete once the transformation is accomplished." They are distinct from 

other sorts of requirements by their inherent transitory character and their inability to be created until 

both a current and emerging solution are defined.” Regardless of how well the data-intensive systems 

are designed, stakeholders will be dissatisfied with the eventual result without considering 

transformation requirements. Therefore, this paper highlights the importance of transformation 

requirements and a requirement pattern template is exhibited as a case study, with a systematic 

illustration of requirements for a banking application in section 5.  

There are several sorts of requirements that a project's stakeholders express. Even though most 

requirements are generally stated at the outset of an initiative or project, it is conceivable that new 

requirements may be identified throughout the project's later stages. In the case of data-intensive 

systems, requirements will almost certainly be raised continuously, although the majority of the 

significant requirements are stated early on. So, all diverse requirements must be grouped inside their 

respective categories to manage the requirements process efficiently. Understanding the various 

requirements becomes a natural and straightforward process when determining whether a requirement 

is and then specifying the type. Also, when eliciting requirements, analysts frequently emphasize 

functional and non-functional needs. Holding transformation requirements till while all other 

requirements have been met might potentially result in consequences. Not exploring TFReq (however 

transitory) in advance can lead to delays, uncertainties, and added expenses. “The transition of prior 

years’ data to the newer system to create evaluation reports” is an instance of a transformation 

requirement. 

The major contribution of the proposed TFReqPat can be broken into the following items: 

 It summarizes the revisions that must be made to people, processes, and technology per changes 

from the as-is to the to-be. 

 It incorporates awareness-raising, learning, and training for the new technique workers must 

work, accounting for and highlighting the contrasts between the previous and current events. 
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 It specifies any reorganization, relocation, augmentation, or transformation of data and 

information away from the core structures and into new data homes. 

The following is the rest of the paper: the related study on SRP is presented in Section 2. In Section 

3, a framework of TFReqPat and guidelines to design TFReqPat is described; in Section 4, the impact 

of TFReqPat in data-intensive applications is described; in Section 5, a case study of a banking 

application is presented; in Section 6, the validation of TFReqPat and in Section 7 conclusion and future 

work are presented. 

1 Related Works 

This section describes the requirement pattern methodologies and its applicability in various domains. 

The success of the conceptual context is making SRP a prominent research subject in the Software 

Engineering (SE) community. RP is generic and so may be carried out and adapted to any field. Some 

professionals use SRP templates to focus on certain domains. In a specific scenario, others create a new 

catalog of requirements to tackle unique challenges. SRP may be leveraged even during RE's elicitation, 

analysis, validation, and specification phases [5]. 

The RP is primarily concerned with recording the gathered requirements to facilitate design and 

implementation. The main concern with adopting the RP is appropriate for the domain, rendering system 

design straightforward [6]. PABRE framework is a prominent requirement pattern framework that 

promotes requirement reuse via SRPs. For the construction of a requirement book based on the 

requirement pattern catalog, Renault [6, 7, and 8] created the PABRE approach, which is tailored to the 

specific requirements of IT enterprises. It was created based on the knowledge gained via practical 

experience to update the required pattern. Incorporated into the PABRE system is a meta-model that 

explains the concepts about a pattern, a technique for the elicitation and documentation process, a library 

of patterns, and a tool to assist in maintaining the catalog. The primary outcome of using PABRE is an 

SRS with requirements defined in natural language. The validation of the PABRE framework and the 

creation of a catalog for functional needs, on the other hand, are not taken into account still. A 

requirement pattern group is designed to reduce the recurrence of requirement patterns with similar 

characteristics. The terms "refers to" and "extends" describe the relations between requirement pattern 

groupings. Stephen [3] organized 37 patterns into eight categories as requirement groups based on their 

applicability like security, trust, reliability, etc. 

One of the recognized criteria that are required in uncertain circumstances is trust. Hoffman et al. [9] 

created a standardized requirement template for specifying the trust needs of recommender systems. In 

this pattern, the antecedents of trust are discussed. Twenty SRPs were written in natural language and 

constructed on the sense of trust. This strategy allows the analyst to include trust requirements into 

system specifications, saving time and effort to compile a list of software requirements. However, 

because antecedents can often overlap, it was impossible to establish the source of the antecedent. 

Not only are requirement patterns used to tackle trust concerns, but they are also utilized to overcome 

security issues that arise while designing products for various sectors. The time spent in the requirement 

elicitation step is substantially reduced while using the security requirement pattern. It decreases the 

probability of product failure, which is directly proportional to product quality. However, choosing the 

right pattern is the most challenging part of making this practical. Integration of security patterns in a 

system of patterns is a promising technique to address complicated security concerns. As a result, 

Christophe Feltus and Raul Mazo [10] suggested the COPERATE (Complicated sEcurity Requirements 

pAtTErns) paradigm for addressing complex security requirements, particularly in the sphere of cloud 
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computing. This architecture addresses a variety of security concerns, including availability, 

confidentiality, and privacy. However, this is only the first iteration of the framework's creation, and it 

is not yet complete and ready for market. Rocky Slavin et al. [11] suggested a new method that blends 

an inquiry-cycle methodology with feature diagram notation. The hierarchical structure cuts down on 

the time and effort required to choose a suitable security-related requirement pattern for a complicated 

system. In the context of social networking platforms, privacy and trust are critical concerns. As a result, 

the I* framework modeling language is used to represent the patterns of online social networks, 

preventing the omission of critical requirements. The recurrent features are discovered first in this model, 

followed by the requirement patterns that correlate to these features. This framework is used to model 

ideas during the requirement elicitation phase and explicitly define the elements included in RE for 

social networks [12]. 

The Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC) for Multicore systems varies from conventional 

sequential programming. Hardware characteristics limit software functions. To obtain the complete 

system specification, must include the requirements specification document's hardware features and 

limits. Multicore systems will be successful as a result of this. So, the requirement patterns for multicore 

applications' performance and scheduling have been discovered. The requirement pattern for 

concurrency and decomposition should be discovered in the future [13]. People are becoming 

increasingly reliant on mobile devices in their daily lives. As a result, ensuring user privacy has become 

a top priority for current mobile operating systems. As a consequence of their empirical investigation, 

Xiao Xuan et al. [14] proposed seven privacy-based requirement patterns. There are two stages to this 

strategy. The privacy needs for mobile operating systems were elicited in the first step. Later in the 

second phase, based on the requirement pattern template, privacy patterns related to the privacy 

requirements were established. Finally, a skilled and knowledgeable business analyst refines these 

privacy need patterns in mobile operating systems to improve their correctness. Scenario-based 

requirements engineering ensures the quality of requirements specifications by resolving the response 

synchronization of such systems. Markus et al. [15] proposed a requirement pattern catalog for 

requirements modeling language. The requirement pattern library combines and integrates requirement 

patterns from three well-known requirement pattern libraries, focusing on chronological succession, 

real-time, and safety. Because the three underlying requirement pattern catalogs were derived from real-

world requirements specifications, the requirement pattern catalog is practice-oriented. Some 

researchers emphasize on requirement patterns based on specific sorts of requirements. For instance, 

Franch et al. [16, 17, and 18] presented a catalog of RP for functional, non – functional, and non – 

technical requirements. Betty et al. [19] identified RP for embedded systems. Even a small number of 

typically used requirements patterns, as per the author, can significantly facilitate novices in formulating 

reasonably comprehensive embedded systems. It also enables reuse in terms of usability and 

programming. The use of requirements patterns allows for more uniform development of system 

specifications, making them easier to comprehend and maintain. As software-intensive systems get more 

complicated, the size of their requirement specifications expands. To save time and not reinvent the 

wheel, RP comes in handy. In order to reuse, one must first understand what exists.  

At the moment, requirements reuse occurs only at the most fundamental levels [20]. In 2019, Wasim 

et al. [21] listed out the requirement engineering challenges faced by the large-scale distributed systems. 

Few of the major challenges are a lack of a clear vision of the requirements early in the development 

cycle and an inability to focus on the larger picture, difficulties with the process of requirement 

refinement and agile lacks a significant amount of high-level requirements management. The reason for 

the lack of awareness of requirement patterns is due to the lack of knowledge about the requirement 

standards. According to Franch et al. [22], the amount of knowledge with RE-related standards is lesser 
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than one might anticipate. This lack of understanding may impair practitioners' ability to make 

knowledgeable judgments about their projects, such as whether to adopt a certain approach, adhere to a 

particular template, or use the appropriate language. The most significant issue in a fast-developing IT 

system is the capacity to immediately monitor the impact of software on the environment and to 

reconcile those insights to stakeholders' demands and aspirations [23]. In 2021, Tukur et al. [24] 

addresses the RE challenges on the perspective of academic and industry by conducting a study. Out of 

the 27 challenges listed out 5 challenges namely customer's lack of comprehension of system needs [25-

27], adaptation and development of requirements [28-31], lack of sufficient domain knowledge and 

expertise by software engineers [32], inadequate communication link [33-34] and incomplete 

requirements [34-36] are the most frequent challenge experience by the practitioners. Data-intensive 

applications deal with many requirements within the same software application. Customers and end-

users are increasingly trying to find the most up-to-date, quick, and efficient interfaces, applications to 

address their social constraints. Developers need not start from scratch; new products can be derived 

from family requirements with minimal revisions to address their social constraints with the help of the 

reuse technique. According to Palomares et al. [37], the notion of requirement reuse is to adapt 

requirements written for prior projects and reuse them in a new one. Requirement Reuse (RR) makes it 

possible to produce solutions systematically by minimizing the cost and frequency of errors. RP is one 

of the proven reuse approaches. RP represented in the template ensures a consistent structure for 

improving RR. They assist by outlining the information to be included and flagging the possible risks in 

using the pattern catalog. In Data – Intensive systems, transformation requirements play a significant 

role. It can be inferred that none of the background work carried out so far has concentrated on 

developing RP for the interactive needs (transformation requirements) of data-intensive systems, which 

is a pivotal point in designing such systems. As a result, the research's novelty is forming a Requirement 

Pattern Template for dynamic requirements, notably Transformation Requirements (TFReq). Also, 

TFReqPat addresses all the major requirement challenges faced by academic and industry experts 

mentioned by Tukur et al. [24] in the year 2021. 

2 Software Requirement Pattern for Transformation Requirements – 

TFREQ Pat 

RePa is an International Workshop on Requirement Patterns devised to offer a uniform framework for 

describing requirements [38, 39]. The anatomy of RP comprises pattern author, related patterns, 

applicability, solutions, and so on in a logically organized way [4]. In this section, the structure of 

TFReqPat is described. The structure of the TFReq pattern is customizable. A template for 

transformation requirements is proposed on the extension of Withall’s SRP template [4]. 
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Table 1: TFReqPat Template 

Section Description 

Basic 

Details 

Pattern 

Manifest - 

ation 

Pattern Version Number – TFReq V.1 

Requirements Specification Language – English 

Customer Organization – Industries 

Belongs to 

Domain 

Data-Intensive Applications 

Related 

Patterns 

Fundamental and Information Requirement Pattern 

Anticipat - 

ed Frequen - 

cy 

Smaller systems have minimal requirements, while sophisticated systems may have a dozen or 

more. 

Pattern 

Classific - 

ation 

Affects database, yes 

Applicability By exchanging messages, the TFReqPat may specify the interactions, which implies that when one 

of the stakeholders provides input, the requirements transform into another. 

Template It serves as a platform for the formulation of transformation requirements. Initially, requirements 

are gathered and formalized based on the recommendations of the requirement and business analyst. 

TFReq are one of the types of interactive requirements identified. Prioritize the set of interactive 

requirements gathered that might impede the development of data-intensive systems. Finally, 

generate a comprehensive list of transformation requirements elucidating its functionalities. 

According to Geoffrey et al. [40], TFReq needs to support diversified compute-intensive, analytic 

processing, and machine learning techniques, batch and real-time analytic processing. 

Examples Banking Application, Health Care, Recommendation Systems, E-Commerce 

Considerations for 

Development 

Always comply with the standards of never changing the transformations (request, action, response) 

after the appropriate action and keep a record of the processing information. The features of real-

world elements that are significant for the application being built and the functionality executing on 

them should be reflected in the software. The attributes of big data must be appropriate in 

requirements descriptors when eliciting behavioral instances of desirable system reactions, so 

solution design may be built to fulfill the specifications [41]. Issues such as data replication, 

scalability, inconsistency, should be acknowledged while operating with dynamic data streams. 

Unlike conventional software applications, developers require a wide range of professional 

knowledge, skills, and competencies [42]. Collaborative knowledge acquisition is needed. Find 

insights and information from massive data and incorporate it in organizational processes to develop 

new technological solutions [43]. Data must be well–formulated and aggregated. When processing 

massive amounts of data, response time must be ensured. It is essential to facilitate the activities of 

the processing and information units [44]. In order to fulfill quality requirements, designs must be 

consistent across software, data, and deployment architectures. Visual analytics can be applied for 

knowledge discovery. The developers must correlate the software requirements and corporate goals 

[45]. 

A clear distinction between the former and conventional projects should be made in various aspects 

[46]. Quality attributes should be connected with big data characteristics [47].  

Considerations for 

Testing 

Identify all of the significant variations that a complex and challenging transaction might have. 

Testers should generate a vast set of test cases to cover all possible outcomes. Transition times 

should be given special consideration. The recording of system actions offers relevant details about 

what transpired in the system. Create test scenarios to identify technical glitches caused by properly 

structured but incorrect data. The test data provided for testing should be actual and application-

specific. Ensure data quality by checking the data semantics [48]. Write test cases to model the 

domain of data interactions based on the dependence rules [49].  

To capture the transformation requirements for data-intensive applications in an effective and 

efficient manner, the guidelines in Table 1 should be consistently applied. The template is divided into 

eight segments, commencing with the core of the proposed pattern and concluding with 

recommendations for testers and developers, as well as some instances of how to capture the 

transformation requirements in the first place. 
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Figure 1: Applicability of TFReqPat 

Figure 1 depicts the applicability of the proposed TFReqPat. When there is a myriad of software 

initiatives underway and SRSs are subject to a diverse set of requirements, the pattern can be adopted.  

TFReq Pattern has a more significant impact in each requirement engineering phase: analysis, 

validation, and specification and is illustrated in Figure 2. Despite of how efficiently data-intensive 

systems are designed, users will be unsatisfied with the end result if transformation requirements are not 

addressed, as they have a significant effect on the real-world scenarios. Figure 3 illustrates the proposed 

pattern's strengths. 

 

Figure 2: Impact of Pattern in RE Activities 
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Figure 3: Potential Benefits of TFReqPat 

3 Validation of TFREQ Pattern 

An expert validates the TFReq pattern. This section presents the results of an expert survey conducted 

to validate a suggested structured requirement pattern for transformation needs (TFReq). Forty 

professionals in requirements engineering (RE), data-intensive systems, and application development 

participated in the survey and provided their perspectives on the TFReqPat framework. The survey's 

findings indicate that the TFReq technique is appropriate and capable of significantly improving 

requirements engineering efforts for data-intensive systems, particularly transformation requirements. 

3.1. Research Objectives 

 To determine the appropriateness and applicability of TFReqPat in data-intensive system 

requirements reuse. 

 To assess the TFReq pattern's efficacy in reusing requirements in software-intensive systems. 

3.2. Experimental Set – Up 

The assessment instrument used for data collection is an online questionnaire created with Google 

Forms. The questionnaire was designed and divided into sections: Section A for analyst statistical 

profile, Section B for core validation queries, and Section C for miscellaneous validation questions. The 

questionnaire responses are quantified using a five-point Likert scale with the following values: 

"Strongly disagree = 1", "Disagree = 2", "Neutral = 3", "Agree = 4", and "Strongly agree = 5". The 

questionnaire consists of three main constructs: requirement reuse in data-intensive systems, TFReq 

pattern for data-intensive systems, and metamodeling of TFReq pattern. It also includes open-ended 

questions to elicit additional ideas, opinions, and guidelines for qualitative data analysis. The survey's 

quantitative results (based on close-ended questions) are evaluated using the statistical software tool 

SPSS Version 21. 
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3.3. Results 

The questionnaire was subjected to a reliability test to determine the level of internal consistency using 

Cronbach's alpha measure. Cronbach Alpha is a popular technique for assessing reliability, particularly 

in recent years. According to Amirudin et al. [50], the correlation of variance and standard deviation can 

more accurately depict the Cronbach Alpha reliability coefficient than Range. The greater the Cronbach's 

Alpha score, the more reliable the instrument will be designed to quantify the construct. The value of 

Cronbach’s alpha should be above 0.7 to be reliable [51]. The table 3 shows that the instrument is reliable 

as the value of α is 0.825. Table 4 gives the case processing summary of 40 respondents. 

Table 3: Reliability Statistics 

Cronbach’s alpha Cronbach’s alpha based on standardized items N of items 

0.825 0.828 14 

Table 4: Case Processing Summary 

 N % 

Cases Valid 40 100.0 

Excluded 0 0 

Total 40 100.0 

Table 5: Descriptive Statistics for Questionnaire Items 

  Valid Missing Mean Median 

Q1 40 0 4.03 4.5 

Q2 40 0 4.14 4 

Q3 40 0 4.01 4 

Q4 40 0 4.72 4 

Q5 40 0 3.89 4 

Q6 40 0 4.16 4.5 

Q7 40 0 4.68 4 

Q8 40 0 4.32 4 

Q9 40 0 4.29 4 

Q10 40 0 4.5 4 

Q11 40 0 4.58 4 

Q12 40 0 3.67 4 

Q13 40 0 4.42 4 

Q14 40 0 4.65 4 

The descriptive findings in table 5 pertain to the 14 questionnaire questions to which the 40 experts 

quantitatively replied using the five Likert scales ranging from strongly agree -5 to strongly disagree – 

1. According to the Median scores in the table 5, the median value for all items varies between 4.00 and 

5.00, equating to agree and strongly agree on the 5-Likert scale. It reveals that the 40 experts agreed on 

every single issue in the questionnaire. As a result, the TFReq Pattern framework is well-suited for use 

in the system design of data-intensive systems. Correspondingly, the TFReq Pattern paradigm may be 

significant for facilitating and accomplishing systematic requirement reuse in data-intensive systems. 

The questionnaire elicited responses from 40 experts like requirement analyst, business analyst, and 

project developer, revealing that 50% of professionals have more than ten years of experience in RE. It 

depicts that the experts' level of expertise instils trust in whatever viewpoint they present. 

3.4. Threat to Validity 

Internal and external validity are the primary threats to the experiment's validity. Internal validity is 

compromised since the conceptions utilized to design the questionnaire are not grounded on established 
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theories and tested models; thus, the instruments' validity may be compromised. However, the research 

makes use of previously published notions as characteristics that enable systematic requirement reuse. 

As a result, the questionnaire was created to elicit expert judgment about the validity of the TFReq 

Pattern framework. Additionally, the sample size of respondents may influence external validity 

regarding the instrument's reliability and the experiment's conclusion. Nonetheless, research indicates 

that even a small sample size of four can produce a satisfactory Cronbach's Alpha score [52]. The survey 

had a response rate of 40 and a total of 14 items, resulting in a Cronbach's Alpha value of 0.828, which 

is much more than the acceptable limit (.7). 

4 Conclusion 

The majority of projects on which the industry collaborates have similar features. Thus, rather of 

recreating the wheel, reusing requirements for projects using the requirement pattern approach 

minimizes budget overruns while maintaining the desired product quality. The proposed TFReqPat 

framework is one such framework that is more suitable, efficient, and effective than the usual reuse 

strategy for software-intensive systems. It contains recommendations for writing the requirements for 

all data-intensive systems' transformations. Cronbach's alpha of 0.825 demonstrates that the TFReqPat 

framework is capable of reliably generating suitable quality requirements for all data-intensive 

applications. 
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